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A SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR HYPOELLIPTICITY OF
L

OPERATORS OF ORDER ONE

K.R. KWON AND B.R. Yoo

1. Introduction

A linear diff~rential operator P with CO coefficients defined in an
open set QcRn is, called to be hypoelliptic if for any uED' (.Q) and
any open set QI CQ, PUEC"'(QI ) implies that uEC"'(QI ).

In [2J, Radkevic 'and Oleinik gave a sufficient condition for the
hypoellipticity of linear differential ~perators of any order satisfying a
priori estimate. In this work, we shall give the same result assl;lming
only the first 3 conditions of Radkevic and Oleinik when the differential
operator is of order 1 (cf. Theorem 1. and Remark 1.). Our proof
uses the method of microlocalized estimation (cf. [3J), which is
considerably simpler than that of Radkevic and Oleinik.

We use the following notation for the symbol p(x,~) of differential
operator P(x, D); f?r any multi-indices a and ft,

pra) (x,~) = ·~:'~i:,JL, p,al (x,~) = Dxap(x, ~),

" .p (a) (.,. c) ,a l
"I D/lp(X,~)

. (M, ~, '> . . a~a ,

P(i)(~,t;)= a~i'P(x,t;)~ p(j)(x,~)=DjP(x,~)'for j=l,::.,n:·

The operators pta) ,Pta), p'(fJ) (a), P(j) and P(j)' are obtained from the
corresponding symbols by replacing the vector' t; by the v.ector (D!> ..>
1J,.)':'

We 'denQte by' T[fm the space of all mth order pseudodifferEmtial
operators of classical type, /[f-"'= nmT[fm and T[f"'= UmT[fm.
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2. Hypoellipticity

K.H. Kwon and RH. Yoo

THEOREM 1. Let Q be an open subset in Rn. Let P be a first order
differential operator on Q with coefficients in C=(Q) for which the
following conditions are fulfilled:

I. For each compact set KcQ there exists a constant so=so(K) such that
for sufficiently large N>O the inequality

(2.1)

holds, where -N<so and uECo=(K).
11. For each compact set KCQ, sERl and 01>0, there exists a constant

c(K, s, Oh N) such that for sufficiently large N>O the inequality

n

(2.2) .EllPej)ul//<011/Pul/.+!2+c(K, s, Oh N) I/Ul/_N2
j=1

holds, where -N<s+so, uECo=(K).
ill. For each compact set KcQ, sERl and sufficiently large N, the

inequality

n

(2.3) .EI/pej)ul/.2<c(K, s) {I/Pul/.-/+c(N) I/Ul/_N2}
j=1

holds, where p.=p.(K»O, -N<s+so, uECo=(K).
Then for any uED'(Q) such that Pu belongs to Hlo/(Q) we have the

estimate

(2.4)

where the functions rp, rplECO=(tJ), rpl=1 on supp ifJ. In particular, P(x, D)
is hypoelliptic.

REMARK 1. When P(x, D) is of arbitrary order, it was shown in [2J
that it is hypoelliptic if we assume, in addition to the three conditions
in Theorem I, that

IV. For each compact set KcQ, 01>0, sERl and sufficiently large
N>O, the inequality

n

(2.5) :EI/p(j)Ul/.2 <011/PUl//+C(OI, N, S, K)I/Ul/_N2
j=1

holds, where -N<s+so, uECo=(K).
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We need the following lemma which is proved in [2J.

LEMMA 1. If P satisfies Il and Ill, then for each compact set KCQ,
sERI and sufficiently large N>O the inequality

(2.6) lIP (fJ) (<<)ull,z<c(a, /3, S, K) {IIPull s+ l/l J-/+c(N) lIull_N2J

holds, where Ia I>1, uECo00 (K).

Proof of Theorem 1. We first show that the estimate (2. 1) can be
localized, that is, 119Ullso<c(1I91Pull + 119Iull-N) for any uECOO(Q), where
ifJ and 91 are the same as in Theorem 1. By (2. 1), we have

119ullso <c(IIP 9ull + 119ull-N)
<c(1I9Pull+II[P,9Jull+119ull-N)
<c(1I9IPu ll + 1191ull-N+ 11 [P, 9Jull).

Choose {1/JjJo°OCCoOO(Q) such that <Po=9, supp <pjCSUPP <PitIC"'C
sUPP 91 and <PitI= 1 on supp <pj.

Then

[P,lhJu= L: ~D"alh(x)p(a)u= ~ J,D"a<pj(x)p(a)<pitlu.
lal2: l a. lal2: l a.

We have, by Lemma 1, that

liD"aifJ (x )p(a)<Plull<cIlP(a)<Plull<c(llP<Plull-p + lI<Plull-N)
<c(II<PIPull-p + 11 [P, <PIJull-p+ lI<Plull-N)
<c(1I9IPu ll + 119Iull-N+ II[P, <PIJull-p)·

Similarly, we have

IID"«<Pl (x) Fl«)<P2ull-p<cIlP{a)<P2ull_p
<c(1I9IPu ll + 1191ull-N+ 11 [P, <P2Jull-2p).

Repeating the same process, we have

liD"a<pH (x) p(a)<Plull_(l_D p<cllP{a)<Plull-Il-D p

<c (11P<Plull-lp+ lI<Plull-N)
<c(ll<Plull-IPtl + 1191ull-N).

If l is so large that -lll + 1< - N, then

11<PIUII-lp+I<cll<Plull-N<cllifJlull-N.



Consequently, ~~a~e-' ". :; .. _ .

•'.,= .,- , ....'" '}ICP, ~]'ul/<~(I!~iPull + If~lull-N)'

Now we show that the estimate (2. 1) can be microlocalized. Let
s(o) =s(a,.1>,~) =ep(2~}»~(::v) -and'S! (B)=S't (0, X; D) =c/J(aD) if; I (x) where

c/J(~)ECo~(I~I<~), O<c/J(~)<l, c/J(~),:l for IH<1. 'then, ';,

~ (~. i) ,S~ (5,'x, ~) ~1 on :s.uPP s'(a, x, ~)' ' { (x, $) IxEsupp 1', I~ I<la}'

(2.8) s(a), SI(O) are,bounded in Wo for o<a<l, self adjoint, and
s(o), SI (O)E W-oo.

(2.9) s(o)Asr(o)=s(o)A+Rr(o) for any AE Woo, with RI(a)E W-OO
bounded.

(2.10) \l'1(o)As(a)=Asl(o) +R2(a) for any AE Woo, with R2(o)E W_oo
bounded. , .,

Of course, we assume that s(o) and SI (a) are properly supported and
supports of their distrubution kernels are contained in a sufficiently small
neighborhood of the diagonal of Q X Q. On the other hand, we can
easily obtain that' for' any uED' (Q), S(O)uECooo(Q) and they have
supports in a fixed compact subset of Q independen~ of 0>0.

Since {CP, s(o)] !o<a<l} is bounded in Wo,

(2.ll) lis (a) ull s.<c(IIPs(a) ull + lis (0) ull-N)
, <c(lIs(tf)Pull + IICP, s(o)]ull + IIs(a)ul/-N)
<c(lls,! (o),Pull + IIs1 (o)ull +IIsI (o)ull-N)
<c(lIs1 (0) Pull +IIsI (o)ull).

Now we replace £2-norms in (2. 11) by' HS-norms., if As=op(I +
I~ 1

2)s/2E;Ws, pseudodifferential' operator with symbol (I + I~ 12)s/2 which
is modified' to '&; 'properly supported,' then we apply (2.1), withu,
replaced by ASu, s(o) by sS(o) = Ass (o)'A-s 'an:d SI (a) by s~'(o) =As .
sl(o)A-s. Then we see that>. , '.,.. --. - '. ....

" , . .

(2. 12) IIi('li) ults+s.· 'f/ss (0) ASull s•

. ." <:c~IIPss(o)Asull + II\1's(o) Asull)
<c(I/PAss(o)ttJI.+Jls(a)uI1)', .
<c(IICP, Ass (0) ]ull + I/ASs(o)Ptl ll +IIsr (o)ull s)
<::'C(H~l~oltitl:+U~~{a-):pu I/~). "
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This completes the proof of the inequality (2. 4).
Now we will show that the inequality (2.4) implies the hypoellipticity

of P(x, D). Assume that PUEHzDc'(Q). By schrinking Q, we may assume
that uEHzD/(Q) for some t. If t>s, then uEHzD/(Q) implies that
1Is-(o)ulls+so<oo independent of o. Thus uEHzD/+sO(Q).

If t<s, then uEHzD/(Q) and PUEHzD/(Q) implies that uEHzoct+so(Q)
by(2.12). Continuing this process we have uEHzD:+so(tJ). Since C"'(Q)
= nSERHIDc'(Q), PuEC"'(Q) implies uEC"'(Q).
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